1. Alcohol and other drugs - **Fitness-for-work**
   Never work under the influence of alcohol, drugs, or substances that reduce fitness for work.

2. Working at height - **CAR 01**
   Never perform work at height (≥1.8m) without proper training, authorization, and always use a safety harness secured to an appropriate anchor point.

3. Vehicles and mobile equipment - **CAR 02 e 03**
   Never operate motor vehicles or mobile equipment without proper training, authorization and safety devices. Respect the traffic plan.

4. Lockout, Tagout and Zero Energy - **CAR 04**
   Never perform maintenance or interventions on installations or equipment without confirming that all sources of energy have been blocked, identified and tested to be in a state of “zero energy”

5. Lifting Loads - **CAR 05**
   Never place yourself under a suspended load or enter an isolated area. Only use certified lifting devices.

6. Confined spaces - **CAR 06**
   Never work in a confined space alone, without training, authorization, an entry permit and appropriate PPE.

7. Restricted areas - **Operational discipline**
   Never enter into production areas, tailings areas, electrical rooms/substations or any other restricted areas without authorization.

8. Tools and equipment - **Operational discipline**
   Never use improvised or faulty tools, machines, or equipment to execute work.

9. Risk analysis - **Operational discipline**
   Never perform any work without understanding the risks and comply with all required controls.

10. Electronic Devices - **Operational discipline**
    Never use cell phones or other electronic devices while using equipment or in an operational area where they are unauthorized and while using stairs and crossing streets.